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Varna, Ballet Romantics
in Base Design
In 1930s, the ballet Fairy marked the beginning of a new era of
romantic ballet. Inspired by the elegance and ingenuity of dancing feet
of the ballet dancer, VARNA is born with vitality and power of control,
endowing modern office spaces with speechless artistic beauty.
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Executive Space
Concise, Smooth, and Classic
The desk, file cabinet, and back cabinet with different colors
combine in a harmonious way to obtain a concise yet elegant
appearance. It is durable with the high quality material.
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Open and elegant space made exclusively for business elites.
The solid wood desktop is steady and smooth, the ballet feet
understructure has the glow of starry sky. Elegance will follow
you when using VARNA.
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Pragmatism with Incomparable Beauty
VARNA is designed with efficient space to store
files, documents, and office tools. Just like the
modern ballet that is simplified in backgrounds,
VARNA also provides larger space with concise
appearance.
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The side file cabinet in VARNA series combines solid wood and glass to
maintain both Bending resistance and permeability. The one-piece file
cabinet and back cabinet is designed with a 5cm feet for moistureproof,
and its load-bearing capability is tested. With a powerful storage system,
each item can find a home.

Flip wiring system, convenient
for charging various electronic devices.
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Slidable felt baffles , the beauty of rhythm brought by
"display" and "hide";
Press-to-open walnut color cabinet door is smooth and
handleless, giving the pleasure of silence.
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Light, elegant, and powerful
VARNA series—I-VARNA is the resonance of
time. It is the continuation of classic design
elements, for classic is timeless.
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Staff Space
Space Extension for Fluent Working
Staff workstation in I-VARNA series extends its desktop depth
to 730mm, and the cabinet edge is made by using the 3D laser
binding technique that is environment friendly and can obtain
a smooth touch. With a broad tabletop, you can easily handle
your job even in a busy day.
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An L-shaped executive workstation can be
combined with staff workstations for collaboration
working or functions separately. Different
combinations can be used to implement different
team forms. Varna is the perfect practice of space
extension with its fine texture endowing space with
warmth and calmness.
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New Romance for Working with Elegance
H-shaped workstations is perfect for a group
of employees to work in collaboration. The
Morandi color is more gentle and relaxing when
matched with the light color base. Working here
is comfortable and relax.
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Line-shaped staff workstation is neat and
concise, and team members can find their own
space. With the desk-mounted screen, even
in a noisy space, you can enjoy focused work
without being interrupted. VARNA listens to
your needs no matter the time and space.
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Drawer wiring box

Flip wiring box

Versatile screens meet various space matching
requirements of modern offices.

Transparent glass screen

Frosted glass screen

Laminated glass screen

Sheet melamine screen

Sheet upholstered screen
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Hidden Details for Orderly Offices
VARNA is designed with the concept of hide. This is
not only shows in the powerful routing design but
also in the fixed manner of the table and the table
feet. With a scientific and rigorous attitude, VARNA
makes the office space neat and harmonious.

The joint part designed exclusively for VARNA can offer
efficient support to maintain stability.
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Conference Space
Open and Free with More Options
VARNA conference table are available in multiple
desktop sizes to handle different conference situations.
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Featured colors of VARNA series is walnut, white oak, Mocha, and also
include meteor gray. You can choose classic color matches or stylish
and modern color matches. Rather than a single wooden color, variety
really matters nowadays.

E -09
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Powerful and Low-key, Put Everything in Order
The concise desktop is suitable to be put in anywhere. The
ballet shoe-shaped metal feet is full of tension. VARNA creates
a space that can promote the exchange of minds and ideas.

W -23B
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Free and Ideal, Stage for Your Dreams
The metal feet of VARNA take you to the world of imagination. Genius
ideas and innovations are made here. This is the stage where we
struggled for success and collaborations.

W -24 B
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Listen to Each Other for Boundless Communication

S-56

Close and concentrated communication in teams can effectively push
forward the process. VARNA is also welcoming in reception and have
a meeting with visitors.

W-23B
The metal feet of VARNA are highlight
when matching any type of desktops,
and make the overall appearance unique
and stylish. Combinations for various
situations are available. High adaptability
and flexibility is what we can obtain from
the artistic yet practical VARNA.
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Varna Product Specifications

I-Varna Product Specifications

EN88R(H)
EN88L(H)
W2280*D2000*H750(mm) W2280*D2000*H750(mm)
W2480*D2000*H750(mm) W2480*D2000*H750(mm)

EN87L(H)
EN87R(H)
W2080*D1720*H750(mm) W2080*D1720*H750(mm)
W1880*D1720*H750(mm) W1880*D1720*H750(mm)

EN98L(H)
EN98R(H)
W2360*D420*H1850(mm) W2360*D420*H1850(mm)

DV88R
DV88L
W2200*D1650*H750(mm) W2200*D1650*H750(mm)
W2000*D1650*H750(mm) W2000*D1650*H750(mm)

DV87L
DV87R
DV99L
DV99R
W1718*D1500*H1100(mm) W1718*D1500*H1100(mm) W1950*D430*H1500(mm) W1950*D430*H1500(mm)

EN97L(H)
EN97R(H)
W2000*D420*H1500(mm) W2000*D420*H1500(mm)

EN78(H)
EN75(H)
W2600*D1200*H750(mm) W2400*D1100*H750(mm)

EN76(H)
EN77(H)
W3000*D1200*H750(mm) W3800*D1480*H750(mm)

DV61
W1400*D730*H750(mm)
W1500*D730*H750(mm)
W1600*D730*H750(mm)

DV622
W1400*D730*H750(mm)
W1500*D730*H750(mm)
W1600*D730*H750(mm)

EN70(H)
φ1500*H750(mm)

EN71(H)
W1100*D1100*H750(mm)

DV62
W2800*D730*H750(mm)
W3000*D730*H750(mm)
W3200*D730*H750(mm)

DV63
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV64
W2800*D1500*H750(mm)
W3000*D1500*H750(mm)
W3200*D1500*H750(mm)

DV624
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DVDPBLZP
W1400*D40*H374(mm)
W1500*D40*H374(mm)
W1600*D40*H374(mm)

DV65
DV66
W3000*D1200*H750(mm) W1500*D2400*H750(mm)

DV67
W3000*D2400*H750(mm)

DVSPBLZP
W1400*D40*H374(mm)
W1500*D40*H374(mm)
W1600*D40*H374(mm)

DV73
DV74
W3800*D1480*H750(mm) W3000*D1200*H750(mm)

DV72
DV71
W2400*D1100*H750(mm) W2000*D1000*H750(mm)

DV79
DV78
W1825*D1825*H750(mm) φ900*H750(mm)

Varna Product Material
Main Color

E-09

Auxiliary Color

W-24B

W-23B

E-10

I-Varna Product Material
Main Color

Auxiliary Color

S-56

S-59

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

